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DESCRIPTION 

 
The 3003-01 IR Counter is a battery operated infrared beam People Counter with a  
418 MHz radio transmitter.  The sensor consists of two parts; the IR transmitter and the IR receiver.  The IR receiver 
has an integrated 6-digit LCD counter and a radio transmitter for truly wireless installation and operation. The IR trans-
mitter produces 24 pulses of high intensity IR each second across a distance of up to 25 feet. The nature of these IR 
pulses is such that the IR receiver can distinguish them from any other source of IR.   This characteristic allows the IR 
sensor to operate in almost any environment without interference from ambient lighting.  
 
Configuration of the counter is accomplished by using a paperclip or small screwdriver in the configuration ports lo-
cated on both the IR transmitter and IR receiver.  A quick press and release of the configuration button on the IR trans-
mitter unit will provide an indication of the current mode of the IR Transmitter (Side Low, Side High, Front Low, Front 
High).  Low Power mode is indicated by a solid LED and High Power mode is indicated by a flashing LED.  Pressing 
and holding the configuration button will allow the user to select a new operating mode by releasing the configuration 
button when the LED indicates the desired mode.  A quick press and release of the configuration button on the IR re-
ceiver side will provide and indication of the current mode and the count value (as long as it is in a count mode).  
Pressing and holding the button will allow the user to select the desired counter mode (Side, Front, Dual, or Off). 
 
The IR Point Sensor is designed to require very little energy; the internal 3.6 Volt Lithium thionyl chloride batteries will 
operate the IR counters for up to 3.0 years in normal operation. 
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FEATURES 

● IR beam-interrupt 24-bit People Counter 

● Battery operated for a truly wireless installation 

● Side, Front, or Dual IR Beam (user selectable) 

● Low or High Power IR Range (user selectable) 

● Radio interface operates with all 418 MHz Point Six Receivers 

● Unique serial number embedded in radio data packets 

● Integrated 6-digit LCD display indicating total counts 

● Up to 25 Ft. IR transmission range 

● Counts beam interruptions and total beam interrupt duration 

● CRC-16 error checked radio data packets 

● 3.5” X 1.75” X 1.0” ABS enclosures 

● Optional flush mount bracket 

● Complies with part 15 of the FCC rules 

● User replaceable batteries 

418 MHz IR Counter 3003418 MHz IR Counter 3003--0101  

PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Battery life IR receiver - - 3.0 Years 

Battery life IR transmitter - - 3.0 Years 

Battery type: Lithium Thionyl Chloride 3.6vdc - - - - 

IR Range (High Power) 10 - 25 Feet 

IR Range (Low Power 0.5 - 10 Feet 

FCC Certified: M5ZTMPC - - - - 
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IR People—Side View 

LCD Display 

Configuration 
Button 

IR People—Top View 
Reed Switch 

Configuration and Operation of IR People 
 

To turn the unit on or select the mode of operation, use a paperclip to press and hold the configuration 
button.  The LCD display will sequence through the available operation modes of set SIDE, set FRNT, set 
DUAL, SELFTEST, or PWR OFF.  To select the desired mode, release the button when the display indi-
cates the mode.   
 
To put the counter in alignment mode, momentarily press and release the con-
figuration button on the IR people side.  If the IR People and IR Beacon are prop-
erly aligned, then the LED will be lit on the IR People side.  You can exit Align-
ment Mode by pressing the Configuration Button again or allow it to exit Align-
ment Mode on its own (after 60 seconds). 
 
To display the counts on the LCD display, swipe a magnet across the IR People where the reed switch is 
located (opposite side of the LCD display).  To reset the counts to zero, hold a magnet next to the reed 
switch for approximately 5 seconds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Configuration and Operation of IR Beacon 
 

To select the mode of operation, use a paperclip to press and hold the configuration button.  The visible 
LED’s will provide feedback to the available modes (Side Low Power, Side High Power, Front Low Power, 
Front High Power, Dual Low Power, or Dual High Power).  Low Power Mode is indicated by a solid LED 
and High Power Mode is indicated by flashing LED. 

LED Indicates 
Counter is aligned. 

IR Beacon—Side View IR Beacon—Top View 

Configuration 
Button 

Configuration 
Button 

Side Mode 

Configuration 
Button 

Front Mode 

Configuration 
Button 

Dual Mode 
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IR Beacon—Bottom View 

LCD Display 

IR People—Bottom View 

Proper Orientation of Counters 
 

Proper Orientation/Alignment is required for the counters to function properly.  Located on both the IR 
People and IR Beacon base is a dimple that is used to allow the correct orientation.  The dimples are also 
used to indicate which side of the enclosure the IR receiver or IR transmitter is located when using the 
counter in Side Mode.  When used in Front mode, the orientation is not critical, but in Side mode, the 
Counter need to be mounted so that the dimples are oriented to the center.  When used in Dual mode, the 
Counter needs to be installed with either both dimples at the top or both dimples at the bottom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self Test Mode 
 

The counters can be placed into Self Test Mode to test the IR transmit and IR receive functions.  To run a 
Self Test, first place the IR Beacon in Test Mode by using a paperclip to press the service button (4) times 
(all 3 LED indicators will be lit when the unit is in Self Test mode).  Then place the IR People in Self Test 
Mode, use a paperclip to press and hold the service button until you see SELFTEST.  The IR People will 
then display the Firmware Version, test the EEPROM, test both Front IR sensors, the Side IR sensor, and 
then the Beacon.   When the Self Test is complete, the IR People will be turned off.  The IR Beacon will 
exit the Self Test Mode after one minute or when it’s service button is pushed. 

Orientation Dimple Orientation Dimple 

Orientation Dimple 

Orientation Dimple 
(bottom) 

Orientation Dimple 
(bottom) 

Beacon Test Mode 
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Single Beam Mode (11/10)  

 
IDSSSSSSSSooooooffggggCCCCKK<CR> 
 
Note: All fields are in ASCII Hex 
 
“ID” 
The x2 object counter device type field:  “DualCounter” has device type 11 hex.  A 10 hex when in service mode. 
 
“SSSSSSSS” 
The MS-30 bits of these 4-bytes are the serial number of the sensor. The LS-2 bits are the status flags for the open and 
closed beam status. An Open beam exists whenever the beam cannot be seen. A Closed beam exists whenever the 
beam can be seen.  The LS bit (bit-0) is the Open beam state flag and the next most significant bit (bit-1) is the Closed 
beam state flag.  Whenever both these bits are low a BLOCKED state exists. Blocked occurs whenever the IR beam is 
blocked (Open) for more than 64 seconds. 
 
“oooooo” 
This 24-bit field is the Object Counter stored LS-byte first. 
 
“ff” 
This 8-bit field is the Fringe Performance Event Counter. A non-zero value in this field indicates that fringe IR reception 
exists and should be corrected for proper performance of the counter. This count returns to zero when proper alignment 
exists. 
 
 
“gggg” 
This  16-bit field is the Total-Blocked-Time in accumulated seconds stored LS-byte first. 
This counter accumulates the total time the beam has been blocked in seconds and is cleared 
To zero when the object counter is cleared. 
 
“CCCC” 
This field is the CRC-16 error check as was originally received and checked.  This CRC is over the first 11 bytes of the 
packet starting with the device type and ending with but not including CRC-16. 
 
“KK” 
This field is the mod 256 sum of all the binary data values as represented by the ASCII hex values in the response but 
does not include the <CR>. 
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Dual Beam Mode (65/64) 
 
IDSSSSSSSSaaaaaabbbbbbCCCCKK<CR> 
 
Note: All fields are in ASCII Hex 
 
“ID” 
The device type field:  Directional Counter has device type 65 hex.  A 64 hex when in service mode. 
 
“SSSSSSSS” 
The MS-30 bits of these 4-bytes are the serial number of the Directional Counter. The LS-2 bits are the status flags.  The 
meaning of the status flags are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“aaaaaa” 
This 24-bit field is the direction “A”  counter stored LS-byte first. Count s in Direction “A”. 
 
“bbbbbb” 
This 24-bit field is the direction “B”  counter stored LS-byte first. Count s in Direction “B”. 
 
“CCCC” 
This field is the CRC-16 error check as was originally received and checked.  This CRC is over the first 11 bytes of the 
packet starting with the device type and ending with but not including CRC-16. 
 
“KK” 
This field is the mod 256 sum of all the binary data values as represented by the ASCII hex values in the response but 
does not include the <CR>. 
 
Note: “Blocked” is when either of the sensor’s beam has been blocked for more than 64 seconds. 
 
Example Packet 
 
6510732581FF0000FE0000464516 
 
SN = 10732580; state = Okay; CountA = 255; CountB = 254 
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Bit 1 Bit 0 State 

0 0 Blocked 

0 1 Okay 

1 0 Undefined 

1 1 Undefined 


